Vandalism threatens university/resident relations

by Karen Rivedal

News Editor

Vandalism in Stevens Point used to die down shortly after Homecoming. The colder air of oncoming winter seemed to chill the rowdy behavior of weekend partiers as well. Drunkenness, trespassing, obscene language, and breaking and entering, along with vandalism, property destruction used to subside, both on campus and in the community.

That hasn't happened this year, nor has it for the several, Campus Security statistics show a steady monthly occurrence, all the way through November and December, of campus vandalism. And it doesn't stop at the campus boundaries. On any given weekend night, incidents in the Stevens Point area can be assumed with unfortunate accuracy.

All of which is old news to community residents of Ward 1, whose homes are most frequently touched by vandalism. Scott Schulz, associate director of Alumni Relations at UWSP, described the trouble spot in Ward 1: "If you draw a meandering line from the Square to the CenterPoint Mall parking lot, down Briggs Street and College Avenue, cut through the YMCA, and then back to the dorm, that's about the route." This route is known as a popular theft area.

The UW System Study Group, Wisconsin college graduate will take just the section of town near the university. Schulz, UWSP students make up only 30 percent of all arrests in the city. Schulz continues, "But if you look at specific arrests on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, or if you just take the section of town where the most crime occurs, that's where you get about 75 percent university student arrests." The problems are severe enough so that the city has no choice but to try to reduce the level of disorderly behavior.

If a student Government meeting were to cut 22,000 students (20 percent) for the semester. A memo from the UW System Study Group, Wisconsin college graduate will take just the section of town near the university. Schulz, UWSP students make up only 30 percent of all arrests in the city. Schulz continues, "But if you look at specific arrests on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, or if you just take the section of town where the most crime occurs, that's where you get about 75 percent university student arrests." The problems are severe enough so that the city has no choice but to try to reduce the level of disorderly behavior.

The UW System Study Group, Wisconsin college graduate will take just the section of town near the university. Schulz, UWSP students make up only 30 percent of all arrests in the city. Schulz continues, "But if you look at specific arrests on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, or if you just take the section of town where the most crime occurs, that's where you get about 75 percent university student arrests." The problems are severe enough so that the city has no choice but to try to reduce the level of disorderly behavior.

Vandalism, both on and off campus, like this graffiti on Quandt, continues to rise.

Schulz is also the chairman of the Public Protection Committee of Stevens Point. The anger and frustration of community residents has resulted in the formation of this past fall of a vigilant Neighborhood Watch Committee. Their activities and methods have been exhausting enough to worry some interested people.

Says Burling, "They have been going out on their own at night to personally witness a lot of the activity and some people have even gone so far as to carry camera and take pictures. They've got pictures of students—in their words, students—are urinating on their houses, breaking into their sidewalks, breaking cont. page 4

Enrollment cuts impact future

by Sharon Hallett

Staff Writer

The issue of enrollment cuts was high on the agenda at the last Student Government meeting for the semester. A memo entitled "Enrollment Cuts Impact on Future Tax Revenue" made clear the strength of student Government opposition.

The memo states "According to the UW System Study Group, the number of enrolled students is $460,000. As recommended by the future of the UW System Study Group, 5,200 prospective students should be the refund baseline next year. By taking this figure of $460,000 (average lifetime difference between high school/college graduates) up to $396,8 million would be lost in lifetime personal income for those reduced enrollment. As recommended by others, up to 22,000 students may be cut. By using this figure, multiplied by $460,000 (average lifetime difference between high school/college graduates) up to $396,8 million would be lost in lifetime personal income for those reduced enrollment.

Figure showing enrollment cuts to lost state and local tax revenues prove to be just as dramatic: the State Expenditure Commission has expressed that approximately 29% of Wisconsin residents' personal incomes go to state and local taxes. Thus, if 2,200 are cut, Wisconsin could lose up to $79.4 million in state/local tax revenues (386,8 million). Likewise, up to $313.6 million in state and local taxes could conceivably be lost if the state were to cut 22,000 students (20% of $1.4 billion). Enrollment cuts are a band-aid approach to a long term problem, (according to memo supporters). Although these numbers are rough and the $460,000 figure assumes that a Wisconsin college graduate will live here for his/her entire lifetime. the numbers do exemplify the drastic effects of enrollment cuts on the lifetime incomes of those transferred to education as well as the negative impact on Wisconsin's tax revenue.

The United Council and the UWSP Student Government has taken a firm stance in opposition to enrollment cuts, and urged Governor Thompson as well as the State Legislature to consider these mitigating figures when determining the state cuts. These figures may directly determine how many students are denied access.

Valuable computer system stolen from Old Main

by Keith Ulbig

Staff Writer

Computer thieves struck at the Old Main Building over Christmas break. The Central Wisconsin Business Development Center was broken into and more than $6,000 worth of equipment was stolen. It is assumed, however, that the theft occurred between the hours of 1:15 a.m. and 3:30 a.m. An employee was working in the office late that night, until about 1:15. When campus security officers found a door propéd open on the east side of the building, they checked out the building and probably scared off any intruders.

The next morning, Seyfarth found the office door and window open and another computer stacked up and ready to go. It is very probable that the perpetrator(s) knew computers and exactly what they were after, said Burling, since the two most expensive computers were taken. It is certain that other valuable items, such as a portable stereo radio, were not touched by the thieves backs up the theory that the person(s) was scared away.

"We can assume that the individual possibly had a key. This is just an assumption, however," said Burling. There is also a possibility "that someone hid in the building with the intent to steal the computer."

Investigation of the crime has been difficult because many people have office access. According to Seyfarth, there are sometimes as many as 50 to 60 people going in and out of the office a day.

The Stevens Point Police Department is currently investigating the theft, but there are no leads at this time.

"We are going to have to get lucky to catch the person or persons who did it," said Burling. He said one hope is that someone knowing about the theft will contact him or the police. He added, "The state does pay a reward for information that helps resolve the theft of state property. Names are kept anonymous."
That was an odd holiday we just had. The controversy surrounding Martin Luther King virtually guaranteed some strong reactions throughout the country. His alleged communist leanings, extramarital affairs, etc., mixed with the intense reverence many held for him and, of course, the as yet incomplete equality in America should have clashed.

And yet it was a strangely subdued holiday, as if America slept through it.

There are lessons in Martin Luther King Day. In fact, the holiday, nearly everything connected with it, comes closer than any event in a long time to reflecting contemporary America. The political motives behind the holiday are revealing—and disturbing. In 1983, Reagan was proposing tax exemption for segregated schools and delayed extension of the Voting Rights Act. To date, Reagan and his administration have done close to nothing for equal rights. Reagan himself even showed uncertainty over King’s loyalty to the country. When asked whether he thought King was a communist, Reagan replied to stunned reporters, “We’ll know in 35 years, won’t we.” An odd comment coming from the man who pushed the holiday in the first place.

Reagan was referring mostly to confidential FBI wiretaps and investigations of King, but those investigations taint earlier politicians involved with King. It was then presidential candidate John F. Kennedy who was instrumental in King’s highly publicized release from prison in Atlanta, a political move that insured him a good chunk of the black vote. It was also Kennedy who authorized the FBI investigations that have stirred up so much controversy about King.

But the point here is not to slam certain politicians. The point is that American politics have become suspect, bloated with hypocrisy and conceit. We are discovering (certainly not for the first time) that politics is not always for the people.

Martin Luther King realized this and, more importantly, saw hope in the very government which he fought to change. He believed (rightly) that “something ultimately distinguishes Democracy from systems of government which make the state an end within itself.” He saw in Jefferson’s “all men are created equal ... endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights” the capability for freedom, for justice and for equality.

The media, of course, has had much to do with the lack of response to Martin Luther King Day. While there were shows and specials on King and his era, there was little on the present state of black Americans. And, of course, Martin Luther King Day is not only for the past but for the present and future.

The present and future don’t look so hot for black Americans. Little has changed for them since the ‘60s. One in three blacks still lives in poverty and black unemployment is twice the national average. Black median income is barely more than half that of whites.

These are often repeated figures, and the fact that they have remained since the ‘60s may be a source behind the quiet surrounding equal rights in America. In many ways the statistics are a white man’s “I told you so,” a silent, gloating proof that, indeed, black men are incapable of sliding into the “civilized” white world.

Which is blatant hypocrisy. Ghettoes are self-perpetuating and most people unfortunate enough to be in one are virtually incapable of escape. Those who do (and many do) are seen as exceptions rather than proof to equality.

The media was instrumental in the Equal Right’s Movement. The highly publicized attack on peaceful marchers in Birmingham was the key event in jerking open white American eyes to the injustices in the black American world—a world still largely ignored.

We can bitch about the media until our lips fall off, but the simple fact will remain: the media can and does control our lives and perceptions. American media could have caused many things to happen this last holiday, many good things, yet they did little.

It is sad that the two most powerful instruments in American society, politicians and the media, either did nothing or acted with self-interest in regard to one of the greatest injustices still existing in our country. But in the holiday there is both hypocrisy and hope. Behind it lurk sobering realities about the state of equality in America, about the motives behind equality and the chances for it.

But also in Martin Luther King Day is a hope that has real meaning, real potential. It was started once, and the principles behind equality are real and sound. It is a hope rooted in the Constitution, in what America finally rests on, in her people.
Date rape

Startling statistics reveal the reality

by Kelley Flurry

STAA hopes to help sexual assault victims.

Sexual assault, rape and acquaintance rape. The terms strike our senses, jumble together with images of sexism, sexual harassment and strangers lurking out of dark alleys. We push the images to the back of our minds as yet another social problem screaming for our attention.

But to some, sexual assault is not just a vague, nagging social issue. Some of us—one out of three of us—are victims of sexual assault at some time in our lives.

Sometimes only those who are affected, or indirectly affected by victimization of a loved one, understand the meanings the term hides. Sometimes only those who have experienced sexual assault know the pain, anger and fear the word implies. Only they know that sexual assault is real and a devastating problem.

Sometimes only they know.

Ninety percent of all sexual assault victims do not report their experience to the police. In Wisconsin, 3,503 sexual assaults were reported in 1984. It is estimated that 35,000 assaults actually occurred. A 1985 Ms. Magazine campus project on sexual assault reported that 75 percent of rape victims who knew their assailants did not identify their experience as rape. One-third did not discuss their experience with anyone.

Why don't most victims seek justice?

Sara Schwartz, founder of Students Taking Action Against Rape (STAA) said, "Because they fear that they'll be blamed. Because they recite in their heads a litany of, if I hadn't... walked there, gone to that party, had that last beer, agreed to listen to records in his dorm room (or any of a thousand other things) ... this wouldn't have happened to me." Because they have vivid images from movies, television and newspapers about what happens to rape victims on the witness stand. Because they need to put all of their energy into healing, surviving, going forward."

STAA is a new, statewide program working to change things. The program hopes to reach out to victims, advocate for them legally, ensure medical care, and offer peer counseling and support groups. STAA, stemming from the Women's Affairs Committee of United Student Governments, is funded in part by federal dollars. $20,440 was awarded to Schwartz to begin STAA by the Wisconsin Crime Victims Council. Each campus will have a volunteer coordinator who is paid to help Schwartz administer the program and recruit volunteers. The program provides training for both paid and unpaid workers.

Compared to other support programs, STAA is unique. Of the 29 existing state programs that help sexual assault victims (which does not include county health services), not one is based on a campus. None of the programs address date abuse specifically.

Schwartz is now working to hire 13 campus coordinators, one to handle the local support services on each campus. UWSP has not yet named its coordinator, although Schwartz has three or four applications to choose from. Overall, she describes the program as "probably much on schedule" with a tentative operational date set for the end of February.

At that time, one of STAA's first projects will be a UW-Sys­ tem survey of sexual assault victims, similar to the national Ms. Magazine study. Since date rape is a difficult crime to get accurate figures on, Schwartz hopes this survey will begin to indicate how the UW-system currently compares to the national average.

Schwartz hopes that the existence of such a support service will encourage victims to seek help in recovering from the trauma of sexual assault. Reporting assaults to authorities will ultimately increase prosecution of perpetrators.

Put that out!

UWSP Health Center

Smoking in all campus buildings is allowed only in areas posted as "Smoking Permitted" areas. Some "No Smoking" signs have been posted in problem areas (such as eating areas and restrooms), but this does not mean that smoking is allowed in any other areas, unless so designated. There is mounting medical evidence linking sidestream and secondary smoke with lung cancer and other diseases. Please respect the air of others and limit smoking to designated areas. Violators should be reminded to comply with the law by anyone whose air has been affected.

Faculty, staff and student smokers who wish to quit tobacco are invited to call the Lifestyle Assistance Office at 5466 to sign up for smoking cessation classes.

Campus Watch needs you

by Debbie Meyer

Protective Services

Ever been ripped off? Had your car vandalized? Been roused out of bed at 3 a.m. in 20 degrees below zero weather when the fire alarm sounded as a joke? Perhaps not, but you may have been a witness to one of these incidents. And now we're asking you to do something about it.

"Campus Watch" is an information wanted program that has been established in an effort to reduce the occurrence of certain types of crimes on the UW-Stevens Point Campus by improving citizen Protective Services cooperation through the awareness and education of the campus community in crime prevention techniques.

The program has been patterned after the UW-Madison "Crime Watch" and the UW-River Falls "Crimebusters" programs. Both of these programs have varied levels of success which is true for most crime deterrent programs such as this. The "Crime Watch" program will also be run in conjunction with a program developed by the Risk Management Department which offers rewards for information on crimes involving STATE-owned property. (For complete information on the Risk Management Program contact Protective Services at 346-3458.)

The "Campus Watch" will target such crimes as: assault, false fire alarms, arson and burglary with special emphasis on theft and vandalism. These crimes can and are occurring anytime of the day. In fact, many are happening during daylight hours, sometimes in the middle of crowds.

We as a University Community (as well as our society in general) have traditionally approached crime in a reactive fashion. That is, we haven't concerned ourselves unless it actually happens to us or someone close to us. Crime Prevention is a pro-active approach. More clearly, it is defined as the anticipation, recognition, and appraisal of a crime risk, and action to reduce or eliminate the risk. "Campus Watch" will strive to reduce the risk.

INFORMATION WANTED

You can help reduce campus crime! If you have information about any incident, call:

CAMPUS WATCH
346-3456
CALLERS CAN REMAIN ANONYMOUS

Be real.
Write news.
Dial X2249.
Vandalism, from p. 1

fences, and climbing over the tops of cars in their drive­
ways.

If nothing else (in the opinion of Neighborhood Watch mem­
bers), these activities have gen­
erated more response and in­
volved from university offi­
cials.

Says Bob Nicholson, director of Student Conduct, "We are con­cerned. Some students are
remarkably insensitive to the rights of others," but he feels, as do most university officials
and students, that the majority
of UWSP students are not in­
volved in this behavior.

He protests, "We get a bad rap for the 30 or so students
who have no concern."

For apprehended campus van­
dals, Nicholson says the penal­
ties include letters of apology, social service work and finan­
cial restitution.

Community members who seek university involvement against students who vandalize
their homes are disappointed. Burling explains, "We have no
real authority off the campus
property. We cannot intervene
directly with any incidents that
occur."

However, in a mutual agree­
ment of good faith between Burling and the Stevens Point
Police Department that has
generated some controversy,
Campus Security officers have been
told to ride through Ward
1 when time from campus du­
ties permits.

"We are there to deter any
criminal activity and report to
the Police Department if we see
anything."

Apparently, news of the
agreement did not filter down to Stevens Point Police officers
quickly enough, because, as re­
ported by a Campus Security of­
ficer:

"The first time we called the
City to say we had somebody
breaking off branches, they said
'What are you people doing over
there?' They didn't even know
we'd been told at a staff meet­
ing to patrol Ward 1 when we
had the free time."

The activity has met with re­
sistance because of campus offi­
cers' concerns about personal
liability. Also, a swing through the area with Campus Securi­
ty's only car and both on-duty
officers aboard leaves the cam­
pus unprotected, however sure
the officers may be that the

Campus Watch

At 2:07 p.m. on January 5, 1987, a University Center Book­store student employee reported
that a man stood at the top of
the stairs leading into the Book­store
area and exposed himself
to her at approximately 1:50 p.m. Officers checked the area
but no suspect was located.

A parking department staff
member discovered a residence
hall student member's vehicle va­
daliazed in Lot P, UWSP, at 7:30
p.m. on January 16, 1987. Some­
time after midnight the vehi­cle's tires were slashed and the vehicle's paint extensively
scratched with an unknown object.

Burling explains, "We have no
stringent rules prohibiting
students from leaving their homes, but a
number of them leave.

Currently, there are no

College Student Income.

A good part-time job that doesn't interfere with class
schedules, student activities and study (time is pretty tough
to find in most college towns). That's why the nearby Army
Reserve makes so much sense to students.

After completing Basic and Advanced Indi­
vidual Training, you serve one weekend a month (usually
twice a month), a 6-hour day, so Saturday and Sunday evenings.
You earn over $75 a weekend to start. You go
two weeks of annual training at full Army pay.

Army Reserve. Be all you can be.

SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER

50% OFF REGULAR PRICE

Dear Student:

(UW Stevens Point - Spring Semester 1987)

Delivery service of the daily Milwaukee Sentinel; daily Milwaukee Journal, and
Sunday Milwaukee Journal for the Spring Semester is available on the following
schedules:

January 26, 1987 - March 12, 1987, inclusive
March 22, 1987 - May 13, 1987, inclusive

NO DELIVERY March 14 - March 22, inclusive

If you are interested in receiving the Milwaukee Journal or Sentinel for the
Spring Semester, please fill out the following form and mail it with your
payment to:

The Milwaukee Journal - Sentinel Agency
2009 First Street, P.O. Box 371
Stevens Point, WI 54481

PHONES: 346-3953

Delivery service will not begin until your payment has been received. No
adjustments will be made for late entries. This offer is only valid in the
Wisconsin State University System.
You love, because... of so many special reasons! Express your feelings with a Hallmark Valentine card that contains the very thoughts you wish to convey to the one you love. Remember Hallmark, your Valentine store!

UNIVERSITY STORE
STUDENTS HELPING STUDENTS
Bonitzer Center 346-3231

AIM HIGH
Dietetic Internships
Clinical Psychologists
Physical Therapists
Pharmacists

The Air Force can make you an attractive offer — outstanding compensation plus opportunities for professional development. You can have a challenging practice and time to spend with your family while you serve your country. Find out what the Air Force offers. Call M Sgt Rich Cleveland (608) 256-0800 collect

UNIVERSITY
STOR.
STUDENTS HELPING STUDENTS
University Center 346-3231

---

GREAT SAVINGS!

Quality Hair Care Begins With a Quality Stylist.

At COST CUTTERS, our stylists are expertly trained to deliver quality hair care at common-sense prices.

And common sense says to start by listening. Offer advice, yes, but treat your hair the way YOU want it treated. Because if you like the way you look when you leave, you’ll come back again.

And that’s what we want: Satisfied Customers!

101 Division Street North (Near K-Mart)
Stevens Point — 345-0300
Open Mon.-Fri. 9 to 9, Sat. 9 to 5, Sun. 12 to 5

The Pointer has moved.
Our new editorial office is in room 227.
New business office is in room 230.
New business phone no. — X3707.

Bond
Cont. from p. 8

Of the Reagan administration, Bond said that the people of America had elected and then re-elected “the amiable, incompetent and the smug — who clearly intend to take the government out of the business of equal opportunity.”

“Both blacks and whites seem single minded,” Bond said. “Despite gains in every real way, in 1987 we find our condition unchanged. Solid ranks have been recruited against the forgotten — a constituency of the comfortable, the callous and the smug — a national nullification of need. Thousands of poor are deeper in poverty.”

The former senator cited Census Bureau reports of poverty increases numbering nine million. “Three million school children have been shoved off the school lunch line,” he emphasized. “For three years of Reagan administration, the poorest two-fifths have received a smaller share of the national income, while the richest one-fifth have enjoyed an increase larger than any share since 1947.”

Bond also protested Reagan’s responsibility in the “escalating anns race, the criminal invasion of Grenada, the terrorism and subversion of Nicaragua, white supremacy in Africa and nuclear instability.”

As a member of Klan Watch, Bond reported that, while membership in the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People remains constant, Klan memberships are creeping up.

Bond concluded with a plea for more activism among his political constituency, giving Martin Luther King, Jr. as a role model. “There is no Utopia ahead,” he said. “The real issues are power, wealth and human need.”

Currently Bond serves as a member of the Education, Insurance and State Institutional Properties committees. He is president emeritus of both the Institute for Southern Studies and the Atlanta Chapter of the NAACP.
LETTERS

In reply:

Dear concerned student

No retraction. Just contrac­tions. And nouns and verbs.

In reply to "a Concerned Stu­dent's" letter concerning my December 4 Pointer article "Why WAS it Miller Time Any­way?"

Mr. Concerned, regarding your response to my article, I must admit that my first reac­tion was to write something witty like "Meet me at Ella's and let's drink an tequila bottle.

Mr. Concerned, I'm a little re­sented at the comparison to John Burke. If I remember cor­rectly, the piece he wrote (which almost got him lynched) had to do with the supposed re­lationship between the Debot dessert bar and the relative tonnage of potato farmers' daugh­ters. Now, I don't know Mr. Burke personally, but I think he printed his article knowing full well that it would hurt feelings, and perhaps he even calculated it to do so. I did no such thing.

Far from "condemn(ing) people" and also your concern, though it may be unwarranted. Finally, in case you haven't noticed, this letter was meant to be read with tongue entrenched firmly in cheek, as was "Why WAS it Miller Time, Anyway?" Take care, Mr. Concerned, and good luck with your continued sobriety. Perhaps I'll meet you at Ella's sometime? We could go in on a pitcher of soda.

Sincerely,
Kurt J. Helker

"This Is A Definite PLUS For Your Resume!"

Renee Bahnik is a senior market­ing major at UWSP. She's also a totemaker for Sentry's new Payback car insurance policy that rewards people who don't drink and drive.

"This is a chance to work for a really good company -- a definite plus for your resume. And no matter what field you're in, you'll think it trains you to think faster and get better at communicating.

You'll probably make more money at this than at a lot of other jobs students have. You get a nice hourly wage plus bonuses. $1 per appointment. So you can make 5 to 6 dollars an hour.

"I also like what the Payback policy is about. Something that helps prevent drunk driving is important -- a good idea. And here you're not doing the selling, but just trying to tell people about the idea -- trying to set appointments for sales agents.

To find out more about getting a great job like Renee's, you can meet with Sentry recruiters Feb. 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, noon to 3:30 p.m. Stop in to Career Services, Room 19 Old Main to fill out an application and set up an appointment.

Sentry Insurance

No absolutes? Then no support

To the Editor:

I am writing this letter as a result of having read your "Un­known Editorial" in the Nov. 13, 1986, issue of the Pointer. Per­mit me, if you will, to write this letter as a parent--a parent of a high school senior who is seek­ing an appropriate university for higher education.

I do not take off the matter of education lightly--for several reasons. To receive an educa­tion is a gift which I value high­ly, for myself and my family. In today's economy, this gift does not come cheap, so I want the best education I can get for my soon-to-enter-college senior, i.e., the most bang for the buck. I'm also "old fashioned" enough to look for those values that reach deep into our Judeo-Christian heritage to provide an "absolute" basis upon which to build for the future.

Therefore, we look for an in­stitution of higher learning that reflects this value system; one that holds it in high regard as a goal to be achieved and a prize to be treasured.

One can truly discover an in­stitution's value system by reading their regular campus publication. For it is here that one can feel the "heartbeat" of learning and intellectual respon­sibility. It is here that a "par­ent" can go to help his high school senior make a decision toward higher learning. I have done that and have learned of your institution's value system through your article. As a "sen­ior" editor, I find your jour­nalistic responsibility seriously lacking. I can only surmise that UWSP supports your positions of ignorance on homosexuality, AIDS, women's liberation and courtesy toward the opposite sex and your most inappropri­ate and un-called-for use of the English language. Your arti­cle falls far short of the stand­ards that should be minimal for a position such as yours.

You stated in your first para­graph that you "...do not have any message." I agree, partial­ly. Unfortunately, the "mes­sage" you did communicate came through very clearly. Therefore, we shall remove UWSP from our list of potential colleges. We shall not support an institution which obviously condones the level of thinking put forth in your article.

Sincerely,
Carl E. Anderson
Neenah

University Travel Service

call: 345-1776
or
1-800-221-4553

Student Fares on Scheduled Flights

International Student Exchange Flights - 802 West Oregon Street Urbana, IL 61801 217-337-7600

Daily Flights from 53 U.S. Cities

University Travel Service
Welcome Back!

We invite you to discover a unique dining experience on the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Campus!

Dining on Campus

The University Centers present six different dining areas to serve the University community. Each offers a unique atmosphere and its own delicious menu to satisfy everyone's appetite, every day of the week.

Cash or Personal Points are accepted in all of our dining areas. Let us be your host for a unique dining experience.

LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER

**Wooden Spoon**
- M-Th: 7:30am-10:30pm
- F: 7:30am-9:30pm
- Sat: 9:00am-1:00pm
- Sun: 10:30am-9:00pm

Designed with fast service in mind, you can walk through Center Market and choose from ready-made sandwiches, fresh salads, snacks, and a variety of beverages.

**Corner Market**
- M-Th: 7:15am-9:30pm

You'll find a selection of hot entrees in a self-service la carte line with a contemporary setting in the Wooden Spoon. A salad bar, vegetables, and dessert complement the hot dishes for a complete meal.

**The Plaza Place**
- M-Th: 11:00am-2:30pm
- F: 11:00am-2:00pm

Breakfast is served at The Park Place Monday through Friday until 10:30am. For lunch, The Park Place has various hot sandwiches, salad, juicy burgers, French fries, onion rings, shakes, and other items on the menu.

**Piccadeli**
- M-F: 11:30am-1:30pm

Create your own submarine sandwich at Piccadeli. Imagine a delicatessen-style sandwich piled high with cold cuts, cheese, sauces, and relishes on a choice of fresh breads or rolls. Add a salad and a drink then sit down in Piccadeli's indoor cafe.

**The Plaza**
- M-F: 7:15am-9:30pm

Use the map to locate our dining areas. You'll find the variety will satisfy any appetite. We're looking forward to serving you!

LOCATED IN THE PLAZA

**The Plaza**
- M-Th: 11:00am-2:00pm
- Sat: 11:00am-2:30pm
- Sun: 10:30am-9:00pm

The raised seating area of Fremont Terrace offers you a relaxed, casual dining atmosphere with quick service. Enjoy a variety of items with a gourmet's touch at a reasonable price.

**Corner Market**
- M-Th: 7:15am-9:30pm
- F: 7:30am-9:00pm
- Sat: 12:00pm-7:00pm
- Sun: 2:00pm-9:00pm

Located in the lower level, Jeremias's provides a pub atmosphere and Jeremias's specialties to please, burgers, shakes, specialty drinks, and vegetable munchies.

**Jeremias's**
- M-Th: 11:00am-2:00pm
- F: 11:30am-1:30pm

Located in the lower level, Jeremias's provides a pub atmosphere and Jeremias's specialties to please, burgers, shakes, specialty drinks, and vegetable munchies.

**Defoe Center**
- M-Th: 11:00am-1:00pm
- F: 11:00am-7:00pm
- Sat: 12:00pm-7:00pm
- Sun: 2:00pm-9:00pm

Two student convenience stores combined with the student center in mind. We offer a variety of items including soda, milk, snacks, pizza, bread, beer and much more!
Poverty hinders dream

by Trudy Stewart

Features Editor

Did the civil rights movement bring about change?

"Yes," said Howard Fuller, a dean at Milwaukee Area Technical College who appeared Jan. 21 as part of the second annual Martin Luther King Jr. Day at UWSP.

"The movement," he continued, "made it illegal to discriminate because of race, though discrimination still happens. It removed barriers that kept blacks from participating in society. There has been significant improvement in material reality and consciousness."

But many blacks have not benefited materially, stressed Fuller, who was presented the Martin Luther King Jr. Humanitarian Award Jan. 18 by Milwaukee Mayor Henry Meier, on behalf of the Milwaukee Commission on Community Relations. Instead, he said, the movement created a kind of schism within the black community.

"Some blacks were able to take advantage of the opportunities, however, the problems have been exacerbated by the success of these new middle-class blacks. They hear that unemployment is 24 percent in Milwaukee among blacks and that 80,000 are on some form of welfare, but they are not moved—they only want to stay away from 'them.'" A member of former governor Anthony Earl's cabinet, Fuller contended that periods of racial prejudice occur concomitantly with periods of economic strife. He went on to speak of the dichotomy that exists in America—saying that we are one of the richest countries on earth yet we have a conspicuous number of extremely poor citizens.

"Poverty is a large reality in black, white and brown lives. We have to do something about people who are poor. We need less homework and more help for the poor. School lunch programs are more important than the Pentagon changing furniture each year."

Fuller praised black students for wanting to get an education, for seeking a good job, wanting to buy a nice house and a new car, but he also reminded them never to forget where they came from.

In closing, Fuller talked of the distorted values of our society. The resources of the people should be for development not destruction, he stated. Priorities have to be reexamined, people themselves have to do something.

"If something is not done," he warned, "then there will be an upheaval of the poor and hunger."
Theatre Arts preparing for opening

Members of the cast and crew of “Crimes of the Heart,” the Theatre Arts department’s first production of the semester, are preparing for opening night.

The Pulitzer Prize winning play by Beth Henley, which was recently adapted as a motion picture starring Diane Keaton, Jessica Lange and Slane Spacek, is about the three McGrath sisters of Hazelhurst, Miss. who have gathered at the family’s home to await news of their hospitalized grandfather.

Director Arthur Hopper, chair of the department, said, “Though their lives may seem bizarre, the way these characters deal with situations and each other are pretty typical of the way most families interrelate. The script is outstanding—very funny, but at the same time, very poignant.”

Performances begin at 8 p.m., Friday, Feb. 6 in the Jenkins Theatre of the Fine Arts Center and will continue at 8 p.m. on Feb. 7 and 12-14. A 2 p.m. matinee is scheduled on Sunday, Feb. 8.

Student art on exhibit

Part of the UWSP Student Art Show, the room described above is entitled “Excuse the Insecure Hypocrite.” A mixed media work by Vincent J. Pfaff, there is more to the piece than black plastic and a ping-pong table but you really have to see and experience it for yourself.

In addition to the several other mixed media pieces in the show is an “assemblage” by Nancy Walling. The assemblage is a collection of objects from Walling’s life. “It all has a lot of real, personal meaning,” she says. “Although most people find it humorous, which is good, it is intended to be serious also.

It says a lot about the problems young women are faced with.”

Not all of the works in the show are, mixed media; there are also paintings in oil, watercolor and acrylic; drawings and a few photograph; 32 pieces in all.

Almost twice as many pieces as last year were entered for this yearly event to exhibit works created by UWSP students.

The UW-Madison professor Sherry Skloot was brought in to decide which ones would be shown in the final exhibit. You may remember Fern’s work from the Wisconsin Show at the gallery last fall.

The show will be in the gallery through Feb. 6. Located on the upper level of the OFA Building, gallery hours are: Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 7 to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday, and from 1 to 4 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

Album Spot-Lite

Hi Ho campers and welcome back to Album Spot-Lite. After an extremely laconic break, it’s back to reading, writing and records—lots of records. And all of them recorded by the most innovative recording artists the world over.

Let’s get crackin’ shall we?

Boy, has it been a tough day.

It’s Monday, and I’ve got a whole truck of books at my job in the library. And, wouldn’t you know it, finest work as singles.
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by Toni L. Wood, R.D.
Staff Writer

Well, you're back at school. Mom's home-cooked meals are quickly becoming pleasant memories as you face the fast-food strip and your own "don't have time to cook" cuisine.

But whether you live off-campus or in a residence hall, with a little planning and wise choices your meals or snacks can be just as nutritious, tasty and inexpensive as eating at Mom's.

The nutrition, taste and cost of your meals need to be considered as well as time, facilities and storage.

If you primarily select foods such as soft drinks, snack foods, convenience dinners or desserts, you will short-change your nutrient intake as well as your wallet. For a healthy diet, choose daily from all the basic food groups, such as low-fat dairy products, whole grains and cereals, lean meat, fish, poultry, and fresh fruits and vegetables.

Occasionally indulging in fast foods or "empty calorie" foods is fine if you meet your general nutritional needs and exercise regularly. But strive for more nutritious choices such as peanut butter or oatmeal instead of cookies, skim milk-based puddings or desserts with fruits or nuts.

When shopping, follow a list, don't shop when hungry and, if possible, take advantage of the grocery specials to cut costs. Keep in mind your storage and cooking facilities as well as your preferences. Sometimes, it may be worthwhile to purchase the larger, more economically sized item. But, if you don't have the space or if you can't use the food up before it spoils, it's not a bargain. In the long run, it may be wiser to buy the smaller, less costly, individual-sized sizes of foods.

Quickly prepared nutritious meals can be had with planning and thought. For instance, cook or bake on weekends, then freeze foods in individual portions and thaw as needed. A small crock-pot of soup or stew will slowly cook while you're in class and welcome you home to a hot meal. Served with a muffin or cornbread and a glass of milk, you have a complete tasty dinner for these cold winter nights. Crock-pots also do a fine job on meats and baked potatoes.

Stock your cupboard with snack items that store well and are nutritious. Choose items like fruit and vegetable juices, dried fruits, whole grain crackers and breadsticks, peanut butter, cereals (no presweetened please), milk and seeds and canned fruit in its own juice.

Here are two quick, nutritious and inexpensive meals that can be made at home or in a residence hall kitchen.

ENGLISH MUFFIN PIZZAS
Make these by the dozen, wrap them individually, and freeze them; for a quick meal or snack, pop a few into the oven or a covered frying pan to reheat.

1. Whole wheat English muffins, split
2. One can pizza sauce
3. 4-ounces grated mozzarella cheese
4. Toppings optional: mushrooms-sliced
   green peppers-sliced
   onions-chopped
5. Bake unwrapped at 450 degrees for 8-12 minutes until cheese is melted and browned.

Pineapple-Orange Chicken with Brown Rice
45 minutes to start, 60 minutes total
Serve with salad or broccoli.

1. Place English muffin halves on an ungreased baking sheet and spread each with pizza sauce.
3. Sprinkle with 2 tablespoons grated mozzarella cheese.
4. Bake unwrapped at 450 degrees for 8-12 minutes until cheese is melted and browned.
5. For future use: freeze unwrapped for two hours or until firm on baking sheet. Wrap individually. Return to freezer. Do not thaw to use; unwrap and bake as above or reheat in a covered frying pan. Each English muffin pizza costs 18 cents.

NUTRITION POINTS
ENGLISH MUFFIN PIZZAS

1 cup whole grain crackers
3/4 cup unsweetened pineapple, crushed
1 orange, washed and thinly sliced
1. In a large pan, put in chicken, onion, orange juice, pineapple juice and any seasonings including soy sauce.
2. Cover. Bring to boil, reduce heat, simmer for 10 minutes.
3. Add rice. Cook for 20 minutes or until rice is done. Check occasionally to see if more liquid is needed to be added during cooking as the rice will absorb the liquid quickly at the end.
4. Arrange pineapple and orange slices on top of chicken. Cover and cook to 2 to 3 minutes.
5. Green pepper is used as an additional vegetable.
You've heard them on the radio, seen them on MTV — NOW — SEE THEM LIVE!

THIS SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1

7:30 P.M.
Quandt Fieldhouse, UWSP Campus

With Special Guest
Jason & The Scorchers

The Fabulous Thunderbirds
are one of the hottest blues bands in America.

Admission:
$11.50
Reserve Seating Only

Jason & The Scorchers
are one of college radio's biggest up-and-coming acts.

Tickets on sale until 6 P.M. Sat., Jan. 31 at UC Info Desk & Shopko and at Box Office day of show.

& Stardate Productions
Collating the rabbit rouser market

by Chris Dorsey
Outdoors Editor

As a boy, I remember my first journey into hunterdom. It was about this time of year that I awoke one early winter morning as two older brothers, Joe and Steve, were donning insulated boots and hooded parkas.

"Where are you going?" I asked, knowing full well they were heading for the rabbit roused.

"Rabbit hunting, but you're too young to go," they would invariably answer knowing that I would surely like to go along. I'd then begin reciting my list of reasons for going: My attempt at persuasion, however, never worked but I'd always try anyway.

One day, though, I must have made a matured in the eyes of my brothers. Or perhaps I simply wore down their patience.

"All right, you can come along," they surrendered.

At the time, I thought I'd just made a quantum leap in my first journey into hunterdom.

"OK, when we give the signal, you walk through that grass toward us," said Joe.

That "grass" was actually a combination of blackberry and thistle, the mere sight of which was usually enough to keep most rational creatures at bay. With confidence, of course, included me.

With all the collective experience and wisdom of a 7-year old, I got the nod from my brothers and forged through the gauntlet of thorns, spines and rabbit holes.

As I delicately inched further into the maze, it became painfully apparent to me why rabbits like places like this. The snow-covered tangles provided a perfect protective solariun for the bunnies.

By the time I realized my prickly predicament, it was too late to turn back. I had to continue through the cactus-like mess.

Meanwhile, in my miserably state, I surprised a pair of cottontails which strayed fatally close to my brothers and their .22s.

I straightened up and poked my head through the thistles to see what the shooting was about. When I finally emerged from the thicket, I felt as though I were my grandmother's sofa—the one her cats would reach up and sharpen their claws on.

My brothers were quick to praise my efforts recognizing my potential as a first-rate rabbit bound. What I lacked in bark I more than made up for in savviness—at least I thought so.

In fact, for many hunts after that day, I developed a reputation as one of the finest rabbit dogs in the area. I was actually quite proud of my uncanny ability to rouse rabbits.

It wasn't just my zest for slitting through briars. I'm not so sure my early rabbit hunting days taught me all that much about rabbits, but I did teach me the value of a fine bound—one that likes blackberry, thistle and praise.

Now you'll have to excuse me, I've a young nephew who has been pestering me to go rabbit hunting.

Tax check of donations sought

by Chris Dorsey with Wis. Conservation News

No one cares about endangered species. Times are hard and there isn't a single Wisconsin resident willing to spend cash to see that a few birds, for example, get protecting anyway have a place to live. Who wants to check any more boxes on their state income tax forms than they have to?

Welcome to Ron Nicotera's nightmare. Nicotera is the director of the DNR's Bureau of Endangered Species. He is also the person responsible for the DNR's annual tax check-off for endangered species management.

April 15 marks the end of the tax year and coincides with the beginning of the recovery season for many endangered species and species threatened. Their recovery will depend on the generosity of concerned Wisconsin citizens who will donate to the Endangered Resources Fund on their tax forms for this year. Nicotera is banking on a strong turnout this year.

The money from the recovery efforts for peregrine falcons, trumpeter swans, timber wolves, and other species will help make our efforts to save these endangers species more effective.

NWF releases annual E.Q Index

by Chris Dorsey
Outdoors Editor

The National Wildlife Federation recently released its nineteenth Environmental Quality Index. The Index is the Federation's annual state of the nation's environment report.

Amongst those most affected by their environment were people living in the Great Lakes region. They have had to contend with such issues as cancer or lead poisoning in their bodies than Americans elsewhere, the result of increasing pollution in the lakes.

The report continued with more gloomy news, "Levels of air pollutants are rising, acid rain is worsening and forests are mysteriously dying. . . . Thousands of waterfowl are being destroyed by an uncontrolled form of pollution—chemical-laden runoff from farms, mines, cities and suburbs. Authorities have also, stated the report, "identified nearly 900 leaking hazardous waste sites around the country that demand immediate attention, and thousands more that may be threatening underground water supplies."

But 1986 did bring good news with the bad.

The best news came from soil conservation fronts. Some nine million acres of highly erodable farmland was taken out of crop production.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's comprehensive plan to phase-out the use of lead shot also improved the outlook for the nation's waterfowl. In addition, populations of such endangered species as alligators and bald eagles increased markedly.

The Federation took a closer look at a number of other issues important to the environment, here's what they found:

Wildlife: The threat of chemical poisoning to birds was greatly relieved when the EPA restricted the use of two pesticides solely because of their harmful effects on wildlife. Dichlofluanid and Dieldrin were believed to be the cause of at least 69 mass poisonings of birds in 18 states. Peregrine falcons were just one species affected by the poisons.

Habitat loss continued its downward trend. Over half of the nation's 315 million acres of swamps, bogs and marshes have been destroyed over the last 300 years. And we continue to lose about 600,000 acres of wetlands each year. Worse yet, "If the (Reagan) Administration has its way," said the report, "regulatory loopholes would allow many farmers who destroy their wetlands to continue to receive subsidies."

Air: An increase in coal consumption over the last few years has contributed to a decline in our nation's air quality after a decade of steady improvement toward cleaner air.

Acid rain continues to cloud many waters of the New England states. Acid rain that falls on these states, according to a recent study, gets its fuel from the industrial Midwest.

The Midwest, however, isn't free of acid rain problems either. In fact, the report added that in the Upper Midwest, 42 percent of the region's lakes...
Wilderness and roads part of wolf controversy

TOMAH, WI — Roads and wolf habitat have been the subject of controversy in Wisconsin for several months. Some people contend wolves require absolute wilderness to survive. Others fear the possibility that large acreages may be designated as "wolf wilderness" where activities such as logging, hunting and trapping would be banned.

Both views are wrong, according to Dick Thiel, Tomah, chairman of the State’s Timber Wolf Recovery Team. Thiel said there are few areas in the world today that are not "touched" in some way by humans. If wolf recovery occurs in Wisconsin, the wolves will live in an environment dominated by human activities, and I believe this is possible." Thiel said there are only two elements that determine suitable wolf habitat: sufficient numbers of prey animals and safety from human predation. If wolf restoration is to succeed, these two elements must be secured, he said.

Wolves prey predominantly upon large hoofed mammals such as deer, elk, moose and caribou. In Wisconsin, the wolf's primary food source is white-tailed deer. Deer thrive in disturbed habitats — habitats characterized by young stages of forest growth. Wildlife managers and foresters enhance deer habitat in northern Wisconsin through timber cutting programs.

What's good for the deer is good for the wolf," he said. "One way to ensure long-term survival of the wolf, wolf habitat must be managed to sustain a healthy deer population. "A healthy deer herd can sustain the recreational demands of humans and the energy needs of the wolves," Terry Valen, team members and wildlife specialist with the DNR, said. "An essential ingredient of the wolf recovery plan will be maintenance of an active timber cutting program in areas where wolves will live," he continued.

So why all the commotion over roads and wolf habitat requirements? Because roads provide access to remote areas of the state's northern forests where wolf recovery would be confined, explained Thiel. Human predation on wolves limits the ability of wolf populations to survive under certain circumstances. Thiel estimates human-caused mortality accounts for 25-50 percent of total mortality in Wisconsin's small wolf population. Wisconsin wolves are protected by both federal and state laws; yet killings persist. This is not unique to Wisconsin — the same problem occurs elsewhere, and is a primary factor limiting wolf distribution in the Upper Great Lakes Region. What prompts such illegal killings? According to Thiel, it's the prevalence of unenlightened attitudes toward wolves by a small segment of society that believes the presence of wolves poses a threat to human life.

"Access facilitates the illegal killings. Roads open to vehicles create that access for people. Beyond a certain level of access, enough people are able to get back into otherwise remote country to a point where accidental or intentional killings become excessive and wolves simply vanish," he said. Several studies suggest one mile of open road per square mile of habitat is the threshold level of access above which wolves decline or disappear.

"Roads themselves are not the problem, human attitudes are. But, until attitudes toward the wolf change, open roads are a key to wolf survival," he said. "While some roads are necessary to carry out timber cutting and other activities, it is important to limit human access. We will need to strike a balance between the number of roads needed for timber cutting and the level at which access becomes excessive and might lead to the disappearance of the wolf from Wisconsin."

During early 1987, the Wisconsin Timber Wolf Recovery Team will work with many groups which have expressed concerns over wolf populations. The team will seek ways to restore a small wolf population to northern Wisconsin, ways that meet the needs of wolves and at the same time is responsive to the needs of people.

DNR biologists radio-collar this young timber wolf in Northern Wisconsin. It's hoped that research data collected from collared wolves will help ensure the survival of Wisconsin's 15 remaining wolves.

PARTNER'S PUB NIGHTLY SPECIALS

Monday Peanut Night
Imported Beer $1.00
Tuesday 2 Tacos for $1.00
Margaritas $1.25
Mexican Beer $1.25
Wednesday Pitcher Night
$2.00 Pitchers
Free Popcorn
Thursday Live Entertainment

********** THIS THURSDAY JAN. 29
THE SINGING MACHINE
8:30 - 12:30

ANR biologists radio-collar this young timber wolf in Northern Wisconsin. It's hoped that research data collected from collared wolves will help ensure the survival of Wisconsin's 15 remaining wolves.

FREE X-COUNTRY RENTAL

For The Weekend
(Friday, Saturday, Sunday)

FOR ALL STUDENTS WITH A VALID STUDENT ID

ASK ABOUT THE X-COUNTRY SKIATHON FOR MULTIPLE SCHLOROSIS DETAILS IN STORE

1024 Main Street Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481 344-4440

MADISON, WI — Artists interested in entering Wisconsin's 1988 annual trout and salmon stamp design contest may submit entries anytime after January 15 this year according to Larry Claggett, trout specialist for the Department of Natural Resources' Bureau of Fish Management. The deadline for the contest is March 13, 1987.

"Artists who plan to enter the contest should first ask for copies of the contest rules," Claggett suggests. For rules of the contest and more information, contact Claggett at (608)267-9654, or write to the Bureau of Fish Management, Department of Natural Resources, P.O. Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.

Art for the inland waters stamp must depict a species of trout commonly found in Wisconsin or illustrate subject matter related to trout fishing. Entries for the Great Lakes Stamp should illustrate a trout or salmon species living in lakes Michigan or Superior or show sport fishing methods typically used in those waters. The designs chosen in this contest will be used for the 1988 stamps.
At midweek, the lack of snow statewide was still plaguing cross country skiers and snowmobilers, and in most areas of the state, caution was still the watchword when on lake or river ice.

In the northwest, at midweek, conditions were poor to fair for snowmobilers. Anglers are taking panfish on several Medford lakes and there is some perch action around Meadow. Nice walleyes and panfish are coming from Round Lake in Polk County. Northern lakes are hitting in the Iron River and Drummond areas. Conditions are excellent for snowshoe hare hunting in the Brule area and beaver trappers report good success around Hayward.

Farther south in the west central counties, anglers are taking a few walleyes and sauger below the dams on the Mississippi in the La Crosse area. Beaver trapping conditions are good in the area. Ruffed grouse hunters are still active, and wild turkeys are surviving the winter in good shape.

In the north central Wisconsin, snowmobile and cross country ski trails are in poor condition, and some are closed in the Wisconsin Rapids, Woodruff and Antigo areas. Lake Dexter in Wood County is giving up some panfish and northern pike are hitting in Adams County's Mason Lake. Ice conditions on reservoirs in the Woodruff Area are hazardous. Bald eagles are being observed below the Petenwell Dam from Highway 21 and the boat landing south of the dam on the west side of the river.

In the northwest, Lake Archibald in Oconto County and Lake Noquebay in Marinette County are producing panfish. Several small perch were taken by anglers from Duck Creek in Brown County and perch fishing is also good at Little Sturgeon in Door County. There is a lack of enough snow for cross country skiing and snowmobiling in the area.

In the south and southwest, anglers are taking walleyes from Lake Koshkonong and there is fairly good panfish action on Lakes Ripley and Hope. Ice conditions on the marshes in Dodge County were poor at midweek. Some nice perch have been taken off the west shore of Lake Winnebago, other fishing in the lakes has been slow. Use caution on Lake Winnebago ice. Some panfish and an occasional northern are being caught in Columbia County lakes. Anglers report some northern activity on Mirror and Devil's lakes, and bluegill, crappie and northern action is good on the Mississippi River in Grant County.

NORTH CENTRAL DISTRICT
Wisconsin Rapids Area

Species or projects such as the Adopt an Eagle's Nest program, said Nicotera.

"To begin reestablishing such species as peregrine falcons, trumpeter swans and timber wolves, we're going to be looking to Wisconsin business and industry for support," he said. "Peregrine and trumpeter swan recovery may take as long as 10 years. These are demanding projects both in terms of money and field work.

"Peregrine recovery will begin in Milwaukee, at Devil's Lake and along the Mississippi River on the bluffs. We estimate our costs to be at least $100,000 over the next two years."

"Trumpeter swan recovery will take place in southeastern Wisconsin too and perhaps in the northeastern part of the state as well. To begin this project, we will at least $48,000 this spring."

One special donation to the program came from wildlife artist Jonathan Wilde who painted a watercolor of a peregrine falcon and donated the rights to reproduce it for this year's endangered resources poster.

The painting, entitled "Princess Point," features a peregrine poised defiantly on a branch jutting out of the rocky bluffs above the river. Wilde chose this setting based on his summer experience surveying historic peregrine nesting sites along the Mississippi.

"I tried to capture the cold, bleak feeling of early spring and the immense space above the bluffs that's like a magnet for the falcons when they return to look for a nesting site," said Wilde.

"We are extremely happy with Jonathan's donation," said Nicotera. "The painting is a beautiful portrayal of the peregrine falcon and its nesting habitat. His generosity will really enhance this year's campaign."
could become devoid of all life as a result of high acidity. What's more," stated the Federation's National Laboratory E.Q. Index, "a result of high acidity. The picture isn't as bright, however, for other of the country's waters. The Federation reported that nearly one in every four miles of U.S. rivers and one out of every five lakes are being spoiled or threatened by pollutants coming from farms, mines and urban areas. Moreover, the extent of the nation's groundwater pollution problem is really just surfacing. "The EPA estimated last year," said the report, "that more than one-third of the country's 800,000 underground storage tanks are leaking motor fuels and chemical solvents into groundwater." Similarly, in a study conducted in Iowa, half of that state's city wells were found to have pesticides in them.

Congress has given the groundwater contamination problem high priority and has recently passed a five year extension to the federal Superfund program worth a reported $8 billion to agencies involved in the cleanup of toxic dump sites. Forests: Clearcutting "old-growth" timber remains a heated controversy between environmentalists and forest products industries. "Moments before a U.S. District Court judge was to convene a hearing last April on whether a 56-acre tract of 700-year old Douglas fir trees in Oregon should be spared the woodsman's ax," said the report, "conservationists withdrew their lawsuit. The reason: the trees had already been felled by Willamette Industries, Inc. "What may have been the oldest living things in Oregon are dead," said National Wildlife Federation attorney Terence Thatcher afterward."

As the western forest resource is depleted, an increasing number of forest industries are turning to southern states where favorable climates allow trees to mature at a faster rate. Alarming news came recently, though, when the U.S. Forest Service released a study which showed that the rate of growth had declined in many species. The yellow pine, the region's most economically important species, showed as much as a 30 percent decline between 1972 and 1982 compared to the previous decade. Increased air pollution is believed to be the cause of the decline. Soil: The historic Conservation Reserve program, passed by Congress last year, was created to pay farmers for each acre of highly erodible land that they took out of crop production and replanted to soil-saving vegetation. Presently, nearly nine million acres have been enrolled in the program. This is far short of the 45 million acres the feds hope to have enrolled by 1990. "The government is through financing soil erosion," says Peter C. Myers, deputy secretary of USDA. "We're saying, if you want to abuse your soil, do it on your own."

The program is also expected to be a boon for many species of farmland wildlife which will benefit from the long-term set asides.
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EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

FEATURING:

- High quality oceanfront accommodations for 8 glorious days and 7 fun-filled nights, providing color TV, air conditioning, private telephone, pool and sun deck.
- All of our hotels are located directly on the beach.
- A complete schedule of free pool deck parties and optional activities.
- Food, merchandise and service discounts provided by local merchants to Inter-Campus Programs trip participants.
- Optional excursions available — deep sea fishing, Hawaiian luau, party cruise, scuba diving, Disney World, EPCOT Center, and more.
- Computerized central reservation system to insure accuracy and organization.
- All taxes, tips and service charges included.

$139.00 + $80.00 = COMPLETE PACKAGE

ROOM PACKAGE (INCLUDES ALL OF THE ABOVE)
ROAD TRIP OPTION (DETAILS BELOW)

ROAD TRIP: For a complete Spring Break Party Excursion, why not leave the driving to us. We will provide round trip chartered motor coach transportation departing from your campus and traveling straight through to your hotel on Daytona Beach. All buses have reclining seats and air conditioning, and wash room facilities for a comfortable ride.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP:

Call Mike at 345-1834

WATCH FOR FREE TRIP GIVEAWAY ON YOUR CAMPUS.

"RIDE THE NEW WAVE" INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
Sports

Lady hoopsters
8-0 in WWIAAC

by Karen Kulinski

Sports Editor

All good things must come to an end and the UW-Stevens Point women's basketball team found that out the hard way.

The Lady Pointers, who had won 10 games in a row, suffered their first defeat at St. Norbert's, 87-71.

Upon entering Christmas break, UWSP had defeated Northeastern Illinois 84-45, Platteville 78-71, La Crosse 96, Carroll College 68-68 and River Falls 78-66 before falling to the Lady Green Knights.

The most recent win for the Lady Pointers came this weekend over 94-68 and Eau Claire, 65-54.

Junior Sonja Sorenson, dominating the scoring column, and Stevens Point offensively in both contests, scoring 36 against UW-St and 18 against UW-EU. "Karla Miller tossed in 24 versus the Blue Devils and 13 at EC."

The Lady Pointers were ranked 10th in the NCAA Division III poll, but after the loss to the Green Knights, fell out of the top ten. However, UWSP is the only undefeated team in the Wisconsin Women's

Notice the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point as being a member of the NAIA Basketball Tournament. It was a surprising upset for the Lady Pointers, who had never beaten a Division I team. "Their wizardry on its basketball court was the consumate player for us at UW-Stevens Point. He played hard, smart and unsel­fishly.

"Perry performed with spirit and toughness and those character­istics usually rubbed off on his teammates. It was a singular thrill watching the development of Perry." Perry

Porter led the Pointers to four consecutive NCAA University Conference championships and was named NAIA District 14 title. He was chosen as the most valuable player at the 1981 NAIA National Tournament in Kansas City as he led the Pointers to a runner-up finish there.

In his four years as a Pointer, his teams compiled a 101-19 record and he personally became the school's all-time leading scorer with 1,585 points. He ranks in second place in the team's history with 440 assists and 12th in rebounds with 450 rebounds.

Porter was recently selected as a member of the NAIA Gold Coast All-American Team, was twice named to the NAIA All­American first team, was twice selected as WSC Player of the Year and was named the Northern Collegiate Athletic Conference offensive player of the year.

The most recent action for the Pointer grapplers was a fourth place finish in the NAIA Team Elino­hurst College Invitational over the weekend.

The in the midst of exciting games, the Pointers opened the season with a 7-4 overtime loss.

The UW-Stevens Point hockey team won three of their first four games during Christmas break but were swept in Bemid­ji and then returned home to lose twice to the River Falls Falcons.

In front of a pair of crowds numbering around 1,000 each night, the Pointers gave everything they had but still wound up on the losing side of a pair of 5-4 overtime losses.

Freshman Joe Butcher, who was named Stevens Point's "Player-of-the-Week" for most points in a season (35) during Monday's 18-7 loss by picking up five assists. He scored eight points on the weekend.

The following weekend the Pointers returned home to face Lake Forest, a team whom they had never beaten.

"As a team we collected 10 points against the Flames on Friday and Saturday. Both games will be broadcast live on WWSP-90FM beginning at 6:20 p.m. central time.

Madi­son sophomores Rick Fleming and Mike O'Sheridan, a transfer from Ferris State, who became eligible at the begin­ning of the semester, led the offensive attack over the weekend with four points each. De­fenseman Doug Diets added a goal each night.

Sophomore captain Pat McPartlin tied a school record for most points in a season (35) with five goals and two assists in Friday's loss. According to head coach Mark Mannelini, Butcher had one of his best performances of the season.

Harding leading Grapplers

by Karen Kulinski

Sports Editor

After sitting out the first se­mester with a knee injury, sen­ior Rich Harding has come around and is leading the UW­Stevens Point men's wrestling squad.

The most recent action for the Pointer grapplers was a fourth place finish in the NAIA Team Elino­hurst College Invitational over the weekend.

In the midst of exciting games, the Pointers opened the season with a 7-4 overtime loss.

Again, McPartlin had a fine weekend picking up two goals and two assists while Rick Dod, Shawn Wheeler and Mike Waldron each scored a pair of goals in the 7-4 win.

The Pointers then went into Bemid­ji as the number three team in the conference, but the Beavers weren't to be beaten on "The Pond" as they took 43-3 and 5-2 wins, with the latter being an overtime heartbreaker for the-Pointers.

Jason Wendler had a goal and an assist in Friday's 43-3 loss while teaming up with Pete Supple and Waldron to form Stevens Point's checking line which held Bemidji's number one line to just two goals the entire weekend.

The Pointers faced the Eau Claire Blugolds at Eau Claire on Tuesday, before travelling to South Bend, Ind. to face the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame on Friday and Saturday. Both games will be broadcast live on WWSP-90FM beginning at 6:20 p.m. central time.

we had at any other time this year. In several of the matches, we just simply wore down the opponent until they couldn't fight off a pin any more. With three weeks to go before the conference tournament, we are starting to wrestle with the fire that I've been looking for and waiting for."
thened themselves and should be even stronger than a year from last year," said Witt, "but I think we really strengthened ourselves in the areas where we were the weakest."

Returning for the Pointers include all-Americans Arnie Schraeder and Mike Christman. Schraeder, a senior form Port Edwards, won the Division II cross country championships this fall and placed 11th in the prestigious Division I national race a week later. Christman, a senior from Delafield, who sat out last year's outdoor season due to injury, finished second the previous year at nationals in the 400 meter intermediate hurdles. Both will be valuable assets who will help bolster a squad which placed second in both the indoor and outdoor conference meets a year ago.

Leading the list of returning veterans in the sprint is Stevens Point Area Senior High graduate Pete Larsen (100M and 200M), a Pointer who really came into his own the latter part of the season, according to Witt. Teamimg with Larsen in the 4x100M relay squad includes returnees Tim Jahnke, Hap Wollgmire and Mike Heilmann. Anchoring the longer sprints include Kevin Kune and Ted Blanco.

Schraeder leads the distance contingent which also consists of cross country runners Andy Sealackman, Mike Butcher, Eric Sump, Bob King and distance pleusher Keven Seay, coming off an injury-plagued season a year ago. Heading the field event personnel for the Pointers include a talented group of high jumpers. "This has to be one of our strongest events overall," said Witt. "Last year we had four guys place in the conference meet. Coach (Len) Hill does a great job with these guys."

The four standouts are Ben Baumgart, Ron Wegner, Scott Patza and Scott Laurent, who also long and triple jump. Pole vaulters Jim Kirkland and Leif Offerdahl and weightman Jim Shumway will be called upon to score consistently for the Pointers in the field event areas. Dacathlete Kurt Krueger also returns to strengthen a very deep Pointer squad. Witt is also optimistic about the newcomers on his squad. Included in this list are football stalwarts Steve Day and Bill Kolodziej, both who should help tremendously in the weight class. Shot putters Tom and Jay Wood from Cudahy, Brian Fehrmann (Madison East), who placed third in the Class A state meet and SPASH graduate John Gunderson are also expected to help in the weights. Witt also singled out Keith Stoll (also of Madison East), who jumped 6'6" a year ago, to play a key role in his squad this year.

Other first-year Pointers who bring in some impressive credentials are Troy Torgerson (Prefontaine), a state qualifier in the 5000 meters last year. Another state qualifier in the 400 meters last year. Another state qualifier in the 400 meters.

For the Pointers in the field event areas the newcomers on his squad. Included in this list are football stalwarts Steve Day and Bill Kolodziej, both who should help tremendously in the weight class. Shot putters Tom and Jay Wood from Cudahy, Brian Fehrmann (Madison East), who placed third in the Class A state meet and SPASH graduate John Gunderson are also expected to help in the weights. Witt also singled out Keith Stoll (also of Madison East), who jumped 6'6" a year ago, to play a key role in his squad this year.

Other first-year Pointers who bring in some impressive credentials are Troy Torgerson (Prefontaine), a state qualifier in the 5000 meters last year. Another state qualifier in the 400 meters last year. Another state qualifier in the 400 meters.

The Blugolds, ranked fourth in the latest NAIA poll, were hot at home and defeated UWSP, 66-57. The Pointers, ranked 12th percent running in the 12-3 overall, overall, a 6-5 mark in the WSUC along with Stout and River Falls. Eau Claire is one half game behind at 5-2.

The Pointers traveled to Superior on Tuesday before they returned to the 'Dawg House' to entertain non-conference foe UW-Milwaukee on Saturday night.

Pointers Coach Jay Eck explained a few factors that were reflected in the outcome of the Blugold game. "We seemed to be a half-step slow," he said, "and we didn't shoot the ball well. Eau Claire is an excellent basketball team and they played about as well as they can. They forced us to do some things we didn't want to. We beat them here last year and the law of averages was working against us.

Tim Nagl led the Pointers offensively, scoring 22 points, while Todd Christianson added 15.

During Christmas break, the Pointers entertained Hamline University in the Semin Classic and won, 88-46. A trip down to the Division I University of New Orleans was in store two days later. A cold shooting spell that lasted 10 minutes was the second half allowed UNO to take a commanding lead which UWSP managed, Bob Holman and Dave Kuklick, both who should help tremendously in the weights. Witt also singled out Keith Stoll (also of Madison East), who jumped 6'6" a year ago, to play a key role in his squad this year.

Other first-year Pointers who bring in some impressive credentials are Troy Torgerson (Prefontaine), a state qualifier in the 5000 meters last year. Another state qualifier in the 400 meters last year. Another state qualifier in the 400 meters.

The Pointers, ranked 12th percent running in the 12-3 overall, overall, a 6-5 mark in the WSUC along with Stout and River Falls. Eau Claire is one half game behind at 5-2.
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Pointers Coach Jay Eck explained a few factors that were reflected in the outcome of the Blugold game. "We seemed to be a half-step slow," he said, "and we didn't shoot the ball well. Eau Claire is an excellent basketball team and they played about as well as they can. They forced us to do some things we didn't want to. We beat them here last year and the law of averages was working against us.
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During Christmas break, the Pointers entertained Hamline University in the Semin Classic and won, 88-46. A trip down to the Division I University of New Orleans was in store two days later. A cold shooting spell that lasted 10 minutes was the second half allowed UNO to take a commanding lead which UWSP managed, Bob Holman and Dave Kuklick, both who should help tremendously in the weights. Witt also singled out Keith Stoll (also of Madison East), who jumped 6'6" a year ago, to play a key role in his squad this year.

Other first-year Pointers who bring in some impressive credentials are Troy Torgerson (Prefontaine), a state qualifier in the 5000 meters last year. Another state qualifier in the 400 meters last year. Another state qualifier in the 400 meters.
Dogfish dominate Indians

by Karen Kulinski
Sports Editor

Led by six national qualifying times, the UW-Stevens Point men’s swimming team crushed the La Crosse Indians on Saturday, 132-83.

"This was by far the best total team performance of the season," said Pointer coach Lynn "Red" Blair. "I said earlier in the season that this team had grit and character and if I had any doubts, they sure erased them Saturday."

After a 118.5 to 95.5 victory over La Crosse on Saturday, the UW-Stevens Point women’s swim team is more than ready to challenge for the Wisconsin Women’s Intercollegiate Athletic Conference crown.

"This was the best to-date," said Pointer coach John Huettig. "We went down there to train, but these guys did a nice job," said Blair.

Individuals to watch include Ken Brumbaugh in the 100 fly (1:57.96); Woyte in the 200 breaststroke (2:14.30); and the 400 free relay in 3:14.62.

Nine career best times were also met against UW-LX. The list includes Ken Brumbaugh in the 1,000 free (10:02.63) and 200 backstroke (2:06.76); Sam Siegel in the 1,000 free (10:33.65) and 500 free (5:08.80); Steve Nold in the 200 free (1:52.73); Mike McLellan in the 200 free (1:54.73) and 100 free (51.87); Rudeen in the 200 back (2:09.96); and John Baltzell in the 200 back (2:16.90).

During winter break, the Dogfish travelled to the College Swim Forum in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. to compete with 62 other colleges in a training program.

The 200 freestyle relay of Jeff Shaw, John Rudeen, Ken Brumbaugh and Kevin Parham set a record while capturing first place. Grabbing third places were the 200 medley relay team of Pisciotta, Woyte, Rudeen and Shaw; the 150 butterfly relay of Dave Martorano, Pisciotta and Pat Zenobi; and the 150 breaststroke relay of Woyte, Dan Miller and Nold.

The Dogfish return to action this weekend at the Cse Invitational in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

VHS Editing/Copying

Use state-of-the-art equipment to edit your own tapes, or we’ll do the work, if you prefer.

Featuring:
- Frame-by-Frame editing
- Insert or Assemble edits
- Highest quality dub mode
- Hi-Fi/Stereo Audio

Phone (715) 341-7895 to reserve time.

CATHOLIC STUDENTS

NEWMAN UNIVERSITY PARISH is a Catholic community for students, faculty, staff and interested persons of UW-Stevens Point.

Newman University Parish has its source and center in being a worshiping community.

CATHOLIC MASS SCHEDULE

Saturday
4:00 P.M.

Sunday
10:15 A.M.
6:00 P.M.

All weekend Masses are celebrated at the St. Joseph Convent Chapel, 1300 Maria Drive. Everyone welcome.

Weekday Masses are celebrated in the Oratory in Newman Center, Fourth and Reserve. For weekday Mass schedule inquire at Newman Office.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER OFFICE: Fourth and Reserve (across from Berg Gym, next to Pray/Sims).

Office Hours: 9:00-12:00 Noon
1:00-5:00 P.M.

Phone: 345-6500
After Office Hours Call 341-0098

Program Opportunities:
- Inquiry Classes for Catholics and non-Catholics
- Pre-marriage seminars
- Retreats
- Bible Study
- Peer Ministry - Students ministering to students
- Small growth groups
- Counseling in Spiritual and Faith growth

Angelfish getting tougher

by Karen Kulinski
Sports Editor

After a 118.5 to 95.5 victory over La Crosse on Saturday, the UW-Stevens Point women’s swim team is more than ready to challenge for the Wisconsin Women’s Intercollegiate Athletic Conference crown.

"La Crosse and us were both the darkhorses to potentially upset Eau Claire at the spring WWIAC meet," said Pointer coach Carol Huettig. "It’s clear to me now that we have the potential to capture that title. This team is so motivated and has such a tough mental attitude. They now believe they are as good as they truly are. This was a great meet for us. We won nine of 12 events and didn’t have any diving entries."

The La Crosse meet marked the debut of Karen Petrick, a transfer from the University of North Dakota. Petrick won three events - 1,000 freestyle (11:05.7), 200 butterfly (2:19.7) and 500 freestyle (5:24.6). Her times in the 200 fly and 500 free qualified her for the national meet. "I’ve been waiting to show her off," said Huettig.

Other national qualifying times were turned in by Jan Gelwiks in the 200 individual medley (2:18.1) and 200 breaststroke (2:43.3); Terri Calchera in the 100 free (.56.82); Dorothy Murray in the 200 backstroke.
The Pointer has moved.
Our new editorial office is in room 227.
New business office is in room 230.
New business phone no. — X3707.

Angelfish

Cont. from p. 19

(2:23.6); Laura Adee in the 200 back (2:25.3); and Darcey Hensenthaler in the 200 back (2:26.0).

The Pointer Angelfish took advantage of their Christmas break and went to Florida for a winter training program at the College Swim Forum in Fort Lauderdale.

While in Florida, UWSP competed in the Edward Kennedy East-West National Classic, finished second, and had two relays place high.

Capturing first place was the butterfly relay of Elaine Cole, Kathie Holtz and Jeannine Slau­son while the breaststroke relay of Jan Gelwicks, Roxie Fink and Barb Kolitsch grabbed second.

In other action, the Angel­fish competed in the Rockford Invitational and captured the title with 366 points.

The Pointers travel to the Coe Invitational in Cedar Rapids, Iowa this weekend.

We Can Help
Academic Achievement Center

The Writing Lab
The Reading Lab
The Professional Resource Center

Monday - Thurs 9-4
Friday 9-12
Wednesday evening 7-9

Phone 346-3568
or stop in for an appointment

Thru the mind’s eye

This photo by Tom Charlesworth shows frost on a window. Thru the mind’s eye is a weekly look at the photography of UWSP students. If you wish to submit photographs, please drop them off in the Pointer Office, Room 227 CAC.

We Can Help
Academic Achievement Center

The Writing Lab
The Reading Lab
The Professional Resource Center

Monday - Thurs 9-4
Friday 9-12
Wednesday evening 7-9

Phone 346-3568
or stop in for an appointment

In your essay, you failed to consider the HUMANISTIC elements of the novel, the dynamic flux between innocence and pathos. You did not adequately deal with the work’s central themes: the tyranny of blind hypocrisy, the visionary eloquence of silence. You fell short of a full appreciation of the essential and ultimate value of compassion.

You flunk.
Plan your spring break with us!!

University Travel Service would like to welcome everyone back to UW-SP for Spring Semester, 1986-87. University Travel Service was created to provide you with a convenient location to arrange all of your travel needs -

AT NO EXTRA COST!

- operated by experienced professionals from The Travel Shop.
- convenient location.
- efficient computer system offering full service including air/train reservations, hotel/motel accommodations, car rentals, and more.
- guarantee of the lowest prices available, with a refund of the difference if a lower fare is found.*
- special event tickets.
- plus many other services.

ALL AT NO EXTRA COST TO YOU.

Located in the University Center
across from the Corner Market

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. (345-1776)
After 1:00 p.m. call The Travel Shop (344-3040)

Stop in or call to make your travel arrangements today!

The University Centers
Welcome back and all that...

The University Film Society wraps off a good semester with "The Gunfighter," starring Gregory Peck as a shrewd gunsman who despises gunplay. Showing tonight at 9:15 in the UC PBH. Only $1.50 with ID.

This Friday UAB Alternative Sounds presents Honor Amaga, a hot Madison dance band, in the UC Encore. The doors open at 8:30 p.m. and tickets are only one dollar with an ID.

The Pointer basketball team takes on Milwaukee this Saturday at 7:30 in Quandt.

UAB concerts presents the Fabulous Thunderbirds, Sunday Feb. 1 at 7:30 in Quandt Gym. Tickets are still on sale at the UC info desk. Opening for the Thunderbirds are Jasses and the Scorchers, another phenomenal band worth seeing.

Try Our New Super Burger
Buy One Get One Free

Expires 2/5/87

Get a 20 oz. Drink Free with any sub sandwich purchase

Expires 2/5/87

COMICS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Announcement: Jon Gilbert will speak on Indian hunting and fishing rights Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in CNR 112. Contact John Richardson at 341-4902 for more information.

Hey all you future managers! Come to the Human Resource Management Club social February 4 at 4:30 in the Heritage Room of the U.C. Refreshments will be served. Manage your future! The Freewheelers Bike Club will meet Monday, February 2 at 2:30 in the Red Room of the University Center. The meeting will include a presentation on "Keeping biking fit during the winter months," put on by Tom Jenson of the University Health Center. All interested people are welcome.

Welcome back students! Are you looking for a way to help others as well as help yourselves? A.C.T. can offer you, as a volunteer, opportunities to gain experience in your field, be of service to the community, and have fun! Get into the A.C.T. by stopping at our booth in the concourse on Feb. 5-6 in the U.C. Check out the many different programs we offer and get involved!

All students planning on STUDENT TEACHING this fall semester, 1986-87 must attend one of the following meetings to receive information and application for student teaching: Wednesday, January 28 at 8:00 a.m. or 1:00 p.m. or Thursday, January 29 at 2:30 p.m. All meetings will be held in Room 116 COPS Building.

Any student interested in interning either the fall or spring semester of the 1986-87 school year must also attend one of the meetings.

If unable to attend any of the meetings, stop into the Student Teaching Office, Room 112 COPS as soon as possible.

Employment

Student organization needed for marketing project. Make up to $100/wk. Call Barbara at 1-800-502-2121.

Spring Break Jamaican Project Manager needed FREE vacation plus $8 1-800-337-3991.

Summer Intern Positions U.W.E.-Cooperative Extension Service Assistant county Extension staffs in teaching/work with news media/organizing activities, events. Must have senior standing-Fall, 87/Cu. G.P.A. 2.74/experience with youth organizations. For application: Rem.861/432 Lake St./Madison, WI 53706 (Call 608 262-8779) An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Part-time jobs available in the local Naval Reserve for qualified math tech, pre-med students. $80/month to start plus training, maybe $10-12 per hour, educational assistance, summer job and more. See Jim, 316 LRC.

Travel opportunity. We are looking for a very energetic person to act as our rep for our annual spring break trips to Florida. Earn commissions and/or free trip. Call 1-800-654-6933.

For Sale/Rent


For sale: Sansui turntable, Pioneer cassette deck, Sansui receiver & 4 speakers. All in good condition & the whole package is only $250. Price negotiable. Hurry. Call 341-0487.

For Sale: Rainbow tournament brown-top foos-ball table. Very good condition. $450 negotiable. Box: AM/FM cassette, auto search $25 takes it. AM/FM cassette walkman first $15 takes it. Call 341-6664 before 8:00 a.m. or after 9:30 p.m. Ask for Randy.

For Sale: Stereo. Call after 4 p.m. for details. 344-0389.

For Sale: Apple Pascal software. Call after 4 p.m. 344-6389.

SCSA - Rec Service XCl Ski Day. Jan. 31. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Cost only $5 for all equipment $3.50 for equipment & transportation. You will leave front of U.S. $30, 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Sign up & pay at Rec Services before Jan. 28th. Maps available.

Looking for a place off campus that's nice and close to the University? Well, we've got the perfect spot! Big double room and a washer and dryer in the basement! Call Cathy or Sherri for more info. 341-4969.

Wanted: Girl to share house with three others. Close to campus. Call 341-0477 or 341-6902.

cont. page 22
Hey, we need a roommate! 3 guys looking for a roommate to sublease an entire house for second semester - 6 blocks from campus - directly across from the mall. Reasonable price - call 341-0783.

Girls - Room 4 rent, available immediately. Big, nicely furnished house, including parking & laundry facilities. Utilities not included. $900/semester negotiable. 2 blocks from campus on College Ave. Call 341-6032

Student Housing - Very nice & close to campus. 1 to 4 openings. Phone 341-6079. Please leave message. 

Student Housing - Several openings for second semester in apartment - includes parking, natural brick fireplace, hardwood floors. Call 341-6215

For Rent: 1 person sublet with one other female. Nice apt. Heat included plus utilities - $10. 6 blocks from campus. Also includes storage. Non smoker preferred. 1036 Wisconsin St. For more info. call Carol at 341-5641. $150 per month.

---

ATTN: ALL TRUE PARTY ANIMALS

ROCK WITH US TO DAYTONA!!

THE SPRING BREAK HOME OF M.T.V.

MIAMI & BAHAMAS AVAILABLE

DON'T TAKE A CHANCE. DON'T STAY IN A PRISON.

TRAVEL WITH US AND KNOW WHAT AND WHERE YOUR HOTEL IS.

TAKE THE CHOICE - NOT THE CHANCE!

TRIP INCLUDES:

- Your own Room for you and your friends who wish to party with you
- Centrally Located Ocean Front Hotels
- Accommodations for Flightless and 8 days
- Transportation(by Motorcoach)
- Optional Disney World and Space Trip
- Discount equippp book good at equal bars and shops
- Other optional sightseeing tours
- Full service Daytona Beach based staff that cares about your vacation - not just their profit

Spring Break Fever

CATCH IT

Be where the action is

From $99.95

Without Transportation - Non-Oceanfront Hotels

From $119.95

Without Transportation - Oceanfront Hotels

From $199.95

With Transportation - All Oceanfront Hotels

---

CONTACT

LARRY

341-8692

---

SPRING BREAK '87

---

---

---
DOMINO'S PIZZA WELCOMES BACK UW-POINT STUDENTS

All Pizzas Include Our Special Blend of Sauce and 100% Real Cheese.

Our Superb Cheese Pizza
12" Cheese ........................................ $ 4.89
16" Cheese ........................................ $ 7.89

EXTRAVAGANZZA™!
9 carefully selected and portioned items for the price of 4. Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Olives, Green Peppers, Ground Beef, Sausage, Ham, Onions, Black Olives.
12" EXTRAVAGANZZA™ .............................. $ 8.05
16" EXTRAVAGANZZA™ .............................. $12.25

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Onions, Green Peppers, Sausage, Hot Peppers, Ground Beef, Green Olives, Black Olives, Anchovies, Extra Cheese, Extra Thick Crust
12" item .................................................. $ 79
16" item .................................................. $ 1.09

Regular
Crust 12"........................................ $ 6.87
8 slices
Cheese $ 4.89 12 slices $ 7.89
1-item $ 5.68 $ 8.98
2-item $ 6.47 $10.07
3-item $ 7.26 $11.16
4-item $ 8.05 $12.25

Domino's Sausage Supreme
(For you sausage lovers)
Double sausage and extra cheese
12" ....................................................... $ 6.87
16" ....................................................... $10.62

DAILY SPECIAL
Any 5 items for the price of 4.

345-0901
101 Division St., N.
Stevens Point, WI

Open for Lunch
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Sun.-Thurs.
11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
Fri.-Sat.

Prices do not include tax.
Drivers carry less than $20.00
Limited delivery area.

30 minute guarantee!
If your pizza does not arrive
within 30 mins. present this
coupon to the driver for $3.00
off your order.

Fast, Free Delivery™
101 Division St., N.
Stevens Point, WI
Phone: 345-0901

2 FREE Tumblers
of Coke!
With the purchase of any
pizza receive 2 FREE Cokes
in Domino's Pizza Tumblers.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 2/12/87
Fast, Free Delivery™
101 Division St., N.
Stevens Point, WI
Phone: 345-0901

4 FREE Tumblers
of Coke!
With the purchase of any large
pizza receive 4 FREE Domino's
Pizza Tumblers filled with Coke.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 2/12/87
Fast, Free Delivery™
101 Division St., N.
Stevens Point, WI
Phone: 345-0901